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2,941,308 
LAUNDRY nnrER HEATER ELEMENT CONTROL 

Clifton A. Cobb and James T. Williams, St. Joseph, Mich, 
assignors to Whirlpool Corporation, a corporation of 
Delaware 

Filed July 27, 1956, Ser. No. 600,541 

18 Claims. (CI. 34—48) 

The present invention relates to improvements in do 
mestic clothes driers and especially to an operating con 
trol which operates in response to the pressure of the 
air ?owing through the drier air circuit system. 

Clothes driers of the domestic type generally employ 
a clothes containing chamber in which the clothes are 
placed while being subjected to a circulating heating air 
which causes an evaporation of the moisture therein to 
dry the clothes. The container is usually in the form of 
a rotating drum and an intake conduit having a heater 
therein directs warm air to‘ the drum and a discharge 
conduit leads the air away from the drum. A powered 
fan is usually provided to provide a circulation of air 
through the drum. During circulation the air may pick 
up lint from the clothing. A lint trap may be provided at 
the discharge conduit to catch the lint and prevent the 
lint from being discharged into the room. 

During continuous operation especially with certain 
types of clothing or garments, the lint trap may catch an 
excess amount of material thereby slowing the ?owage 
of air through the conduit below a safe level so as to 
cause an overheating of the heating elements in the in 
take conduit. If the heating elements are not turned off 
damage to the machine may occur and a con?agration 
of the combustible materials in the neighborhood of the 
drier, such as the oil for the bearings, the waste lint which 
may be caught in the corners of the machine or even the 
clothing within the ‘drier may catch on ?re. It is also 
important that the other operating elements such as the 
blower fan do‘ not overheat and that the air heater does 
not reach a dangerous temperature for any reason. 

Another problem which is encountered in drier oper 
ation is the control of the heating elements. With a sub 
stantial ?ow of air through the drier, heat from heating 
elements of considerable size must be supplied. If these 
elements are electrical in nature, to‘ suddenly throw them 
on the supply circuit will create too high a current ?ow 
and will very likely blow a fuse. Further the heaters 
must be capable of bringing the heating chamber quickly 
up to the appropriate temperature and then be control 
lable to maintain the chamber at the proper temperature 
during operation. 

It is therefore an object of our invention to‘ provide 
a simpli?ed reliable safety mechanism which will auto 
matically turn o? the heating elements for the clothes 
drier when an emergency condition is encountered. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a control 

mechanism for the heating elements which will automati 
cally function to either turn o? the heating elements or 
signal the operator when a reduced ?ow of air through 
the drier occurs to’ prevent overheating of the elements. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an im 
proved control mechanism for the heater elements which 
is capable of being used to vary the number of heating 
elements used in accordance with the temperature in the 
air heating chamber and in accordance with the amount 
of air ?owing through the drier. ‘ 

Another object of the invention is to provide a control 
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2 
mechanism for the heaters of a drier in which a plurality 
of heaters are provided and an automatic time delay is’ 
used for placing the various heaters into operation. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide an 

improved simpli?ed and more reliable time delay mech~ ' 
anism which is operated by the air circulating through 
the clothes drier. _ 

Another object of the invention is to pro'vide a mech 
anism for simply and quickly turning o?? the heaters at 
the end of operation or for an emergency condition with>-' 

expensive out the provision of additional switches or 
equipment. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a safety’ 

mechanism which will turn off operating elements of the 
machine automatically when the lint ?lter is ?lled with 
lint. . 

A further object of the invention is to provide improved 
and simpli?ed electrical circuits which will reduce the' 
number of switches and operating elements required and 
the size of the elements and switches to perform a starting 
and stopping of the machine as well as a means for ter— 
minating operation as a safety measure. 

Other objects and advantages will become more appar 
ent to those skilled in the art with the following speci?ca 
tion and appended drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is an elevational view of the clothes drier 
taken from the rear of the drier with portions of the cab-' 
inet broken away and with parts of the interior shown 
schematically to illustrate the operating elements of the 
machine; ' 

Figure 2 is a side elevational view of the machine with 
portions of the cabinet broken away to better show the’ 
important and basic operating elements, with portions of 
the elements being shown schematically; 

Figure 3 is a plan view of the improved time delay‘ 
mechanism of the present invention; 

- Figure 4 is a vertical sectional view taken along the 
line IV-IV of Figure 3; 

Figure 5 is a vertical sectional view taken along line‘ 
V-V of Figure 4; ' 

Figure 6 is a sectional view taken along line VI—-VI 
of Figure 4; 

Figure 7 is an enlarged detailed sectional view taken 
along line VII-—VII of Figure 4; 

Figure 8 is a diagrammatic View of the circuit employ 
ing the preferred embodiment of the principles of the 
invention; ' 

Figure 9 is a circuit diagram of an alternative circuit 
which may be used; and, 

Figure 10 is another diagram of an alternative em 
bodiment of a circuit that may be used. 
The features and principles of the invention are shown 

in the drawings and described in the present description 
as the means being incorporated in a domestic type 
clothes drier. Although this construction a?fords and 
partakes of the advantages and attainments of the inven 
tion, it is to be understood that the methods and procé' 
esses of the invention and the features thereof may be 
utilized in various other types of mechanisms and in 
various other circumstances without departing from the‘ 
scope of the invention intended to be protected hereby. 

In the drawings in Figure 1 the operating mechanism 
for the domestic drier is shown enclosed in a cabinet 
10. Within the cabinet a cylindrical drum 12 is pro 
vided which functions to contain the clothes while they 
are being subjected to the heated drying air. The drum 
.12 is supported for rotation on a horizontal axis on a‘ 

" shaft 14 suitably secured to the end of the drum and‘ 

70 

the shaft or axis ‘14 is suitably supported in a bearing 
16 which may be of the cantilever type. Secured to the 
shaft 14 is a driving pulley 18, and for purposes of ro 
tating the drum to tumble the clothes therein a belt 20 
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is trained over the pulley 18 which may be a V-pulley 
and the belt be a V-type belt. The lower end of the 
belt is trained over a small’ pulley 22 which is carried 
0133a speed reduction idler». shaft 24_-which may be’ spring, 
loaded’ if'desired: tornaintain a tension=onv the V-belts.. 
The shaft 24 and‘ the smallpulley- 22 are: driven by a 

large pulley 26' which is. rotatably mounted on-nthe: idler 
shaft‘24. Another V-belt 28‘ is trained over- the large 
pulley 26 and. is driven by the drive. pulley 30‘ carried 
on' the drive shaft 32 of a motor 34. ‘The motor 34 is 
suitably mounted- on the base 36*- of'thecabinet 10-. The 
base. also support'sthe vertical post 38 which carries. the 
drum support bearing16> in its: upper end and which 
carries the bearing forlthe idlershaft 24. a 
The V-belt 28 also passes over a small pulley 40 which 

is mounted on the drive shaft 42 of a fan 44. The fan 
is. mounted in. a small housing or fan scroll 46 which is 
suitably supportedon' the bulkhead» 54 within the cabinet 
10 so as to be secured adjacent to the rotating drum ‘12. 

> The fan scroll 46 is anenclosure for the fan and‘ is 
provided with‘ a discharge opening 48 through which the 
air is discharged.‘ The fan scroll is provided with an 
intake. opening 50. which leads axially to; the hub of the 
fan‘and through which air passes from the drier drum. 
to be centrifugally discharged. by the fan through the-. 
fan scroll and out through the discharge opening; 48 
where itrpasses into the surrounding air such as into the 
room. ,' ' , . 

The discharge opening 48 leading from the fan scroll 
46 leads outwardly through the rear wall 49 of the cabinet. 
to-a lint basket 51; The lint basket 51'. is formed of“ 
screen or like material which is provided with a multi 
plicity of small air flow openings so as to permit the 
normal passage of an air stream but to ?lter lint from 
the air. The air being discharged from the air circuit 
ofrthedrier must ?rst pass through. this lint basket be? 
fore escaping to the room and therefore any lint picked 
up enroute, such as from the clothing within the drier 
drum, will be ‘caught andv not be permitted to escape 
into the-room; This lint basket is removably secured 
back of the drier drum and must be cleanedat periodic 
intervals. At times the lint removed. from the clothes 
will exceed the expected amount or the operator will‘ 
forget to clean the lint basket and thus the flow of; air 
from the fan scroll 46 will be impeded. When the flow 
of éair decreases below‘a. safe level the present invention 
employs a mechanism as will be ,describedlater to auto 
matically terminate the operation of the heater elements 
and to’ actuate an alarm to thereby prevent‘ damage to" 
the machine and to alert the operator as to what has 
occurred. ' ~ ' 

The fan as is illustrated in the present drawings serves 
as a suction fan to draw air through the drier drum 12 

'. and the intake opening 50 is in constant communication 
with the interior of the drum through an annular per 
forate area 52 of the drum. The perforate annular area 
52 in the rear of the drum 12 which leads to theinterior 
thereof also provides a means of constant communication 
to the interior of the drum for the air intake or admis 
sion‘ conduit 56 which. leads the warm air to circulate 
within the rotating drum 12. ' > 
The heater box 59 carries heating elements 57 and 

58 which are shown as resistance electrical'coils but also 
may be in the form of gas heating elements and are. 
used in order to raise the temperature of the air which 
passes into the rotating drum. . _ ' v . ' .. 

,The heating elements if electrical in form as shown 
at 57‘and 58 are operated by control switch. such as- a‘ 
relay as will be described later in. connection with Figure 
5. ;If they are gas operated‘ they will be electrically 
controlled‘by a solenoid valve, not. shown. ' i I 

Although the preferred embodiment of the drawings 
utilizes a fan 44ywhich is on the. discharge side of the 
rotating drum 12 ‘to provide a suction to‘ draw {air inT 
through the 1air_ circuit, which’consists ofdthe air intake 
conduit 219, air admission conduit 56, the. (1111111 12; and 
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the fan scroll 46, the fan may be placed in other loca 
tions with respect to the drier mechanism. For example" 
the fan may be located on the base of the intake conduit 
so as to force air up through the heater box 59 and to 
force the air through the complete air circuit including 
the drier drum and out through the discharge opening 
48. Further two fans may be used with one fan in the 
location shown andran additional fan in the intake. 0on1 
duit. It will be recognized however that with the fan 
in the location shown in Figure 1, the portion of the. 
enclosure 46 which has been called the fan scroll will 
be under pressure from the fan forcing the air ahead of 
it out the discharge opening 48 and the interior of the 
drier drum '12 and the air intake conduit 219 and the 
air admission conduit 56 and heater box 59 will be under 
a slight suction or vacuum as the air is drawn into the 
drier drum due to the suction of the fan 44. If the 
fan 44 is omitted and Ya substitute fan is placed at the 
admission conduit 56 the entire system will be under a 
slight- pressure, due to the air being forced through the 
drum aud'out, the discharge chamber. The build up in 
pressure due to. the air being forced ahead of the‘ fanris 
due to the frictional resistances, and change of size of air 
passageways of the system. ‘ 

In any event, it will be recognizedythat wherever a 
fan is. placed,vv when the air is ?owing through the air 
circuit there will be a pressure differential between, the‘ 
ambient or room air and the air within the drum within‘ 
the air intake conduit 219 within the admission conduit: 
56,, and within the fan scroll 46. The present invention 
contemplates utilizing this pressure differential in, order 
to detect the quantity of ?ow of air through the machine 
and in order to control a signal and the air heater in, 
response to the quantity of‘ ?ow. 

It is to be understood therefore that in the speci?cation‘ 
and claims when the pressure within the air circuit or 
air system is spoken of the position of the fan in the 
embodiment shown in the drawings is given by way of 
example and not by way of limitation. The pressurev 
differential ‘which in, the present embodiment is due to‘ 
higher pressure within the discharge conduit could be 
sensed'in a di?erent part of the air circuit and could 
be. dueto a lower pressure within the circuit if the fan' 
for circulating, air were located in a di?erent portion of 
the air- circuit. 7 h ‘ 

'The control mechanism is shown generally at 60 in 
Figures land 2 and is shown in detail in Figures 3 
through 7.’ The control mechanism is shownin the loca 
tion illustrated relative to the. cabinet 10‘ for purposes ‘of 
the present description only and maybe mounted at any 
location within‘ the cabinet or at some portion remote 
from the cabinet. The control is apressure responsive 
time delay mechanism and it is essential that it be con 
nected in'some way to the air circuit of the air system 
which creates the ?ow of air through. the drier. In the 
illustration the control mechanism 60 is shown mounted 
within thewdrier cabinet at a place handy to the fan 
scroll 46.‘ The ?exible connecting tubing ‘62 will com 
municate the pressure within the fan scroll 46 to the 
control mechanism. . v i 7 

As is shown in the detail drawing of Figure 4, the 
control mechanism consists primarily of an actuating 
member“ which is operated by a pressure diiferential 
across its two opposing surfaces. One of these surfaces 
is ‘exposed to atmospheric air and. the other of said sur 
faces is exposed .to. the pressure of the 'air in the drier 
air circuit to ‘cause movement of the actuating member 
64. The actuating ‘member moves to sequentially oper 
atea series of switches which are connected to operating 
elements of the drier} For terminating operation of the 
operatingelements the actuating member 64 is rapidly 
returned to its original position by mechanism for equal 
izing the pressure. on the two sides of the actuating 

' member. 

75 
The actuating member'is shown in the. form of a thin 

?exible diaphragm Y.66 which is circular in shape and 
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which, may be formed of athin pliable material such asv 
rubber. The central portion of‘the diaphragm is rein 
forced by thin reinforcing metal disks 68 and 70 clamped 
to either side. In addition to these reinforcing disks an 
additional disk 72 is clamped on the top side to engage 
theoperating members of the switches as the diaphragm 
is moved due to pressure differential. To clamp the 
disks r68, 70 and 72 to either side of the diaphragm, a 
reduced shank 74 of a switch actuating pin 76 is pro 
jected through a hole in the center of the reinforcing 
disks and the diaphragm. To secure the switch actuating 
pin in place with the pin extending vertically upright, a 
fastening member 79 such as a speed nut is secured be 
neath the diaphragm to the shank 74 of the pin 76. 
The diaphragm is mounted within a housing 78 which 

is comprised of an upper dish-shaped portion 80‘ and a 
lower dish-shaped portion 82. The portions 80 and 82 
have outer ?anged edges which are brought together to 
clamp the outer edge of the diaphragm 66 therebetween. 
To secure the upper and lower members of the housing 
78.together and to clamp the edge of the diaphragm 
?rmly therebetween the lower ?ange 86 is bent over the 
upper ?ange. 
The lower dish-shaped portion 82 of ‘the housing forms 

a closed or sealed chamber 88 beneath the diaphragm 
66; This chamber is sealed with the exception of a 
vent opening 90, which is normally closed but which 
may be opened to outside air, and with the exception of 
the ‘tubing 62 which leads to the air circuit system of 
the drier. The housing 78 is provided with a hollow 
boss 110 over which the tubing ‘62 may be slid for easy 
connection. 
The vent opening 90 comprises a hole through the 

lower. dish-shaped portion 82 of the housing in which is 
mounted a rubber grommet 92. Against the outer face 
of the grommet is positioned a valve head 94 carried on 
a valve stem 98. The valve stem 98 acts as the armature 
or movable core of a solenoid, the coil of the solenoid 
being shown at 102. The valve stem or core 98 is 
slidably mounted in a metal bearing member 100‘ secured 
within a sleeve 101 in the coil 102. Electrical leads 104 
and 106 lead'to the coil from a suitable switching ar 
rangement which will be described later to supply elec 
tricity -to the solenoid coil 102. The valve stem 98 is 
normally held during operation in its closed position by 
the solenoid against the action of a coil spring 111 which 
connects to the valve head 94 and is connected at its 
other end to the metal bearing member 100 secured 
within the coil. 
When the coil of the solenoid is deenergized, the valve 

stem will be drawn downwardly to move the valve head 
94 away from the opening 90 to open the sealed chamber 
88. When the coil of the solenoid is energized the valve 
will again move to closed position. The solenoid as a 
whole is supported on a bracket 108 suitably mounted 
on the housing 78. 

In normal operation therefore, the vent opening 90 is 
sealed and the closed chamber 88 beneath the diaphragm 
actuating member 64 is subjected to the pressure of the 
air circuit of the drier as communicated to the closed 
chamber 88 via the tubing 62. 
The diaphragm or actuating member 64 is shown in 

Figure 4 in its ?rst or starting position before being sub 
ject to pressure from the air circulating system of the 
drier. When this air pressure is admitted to the closed 
chamber 88, the pressure on the lower face of the dia 
phragm will begin moving the diaphragm upwardly. The 
boss 110 leading from the tubing 62 to the closed cham 
ber-88 has a small circular bore 112 through the center 
which is the communicating hole leading from the tubing 
62 to the chamber 88. This hole is considerably smaller 
in cross-sectional area than the diaphragm and therefore 
the air will bleed up into the chamber 88 slowly to cause 
the "diaphragm to move slowly upwardly. This slow 
upward movement of the diaphragm will create a time 
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delay during which the diaphragm engages its sequence 
of switches. Thus through normal operation the starting 
up of the drier and the circulation of air therethrough 
will cause a slow upward movement of the actuating 
member or diaphragm 64. 
The chamber 114 above the diaphragm is exposed to 

atmosphere and the upper portion 80‘ of the housing is 
not sealed. Various openings in the upper portion of 
the housing are present because of the switch connections 
and in addition a vent opening 116 may be speci?cally 
provided to expose the upper face of the diaphragm 64 
to the atmosphere. 
As the diaphragm moves upwardly it engages a se 

quence of three switches. The switches 1, 2 and 3 are 
labeled by enclosed numbers 1, 2 and 3 and this also 
indicates the sequence of operation of the switches. The 
?rst switch as will be later described in detail with the 
circuit diagram of Figure 8, operates a ?rst heating ele 
ment 57 within the heater box 59 and the second switch 
2 places in circuit the second heater element shown at 
58 in Figure 1. The third switch is not operated in nor 
mal operation but is an emergency switch and is con 
nected to an audible or visual signal. 

Switches 1 and 2 are similar in construction with the 
body of switch 1 incorporating a beam member 118 
having upturned ears 120 and 122 which pivotally sup 
port the beam as is shown in the detail sectional view 
of Figure 5. Extending through holes in the ears is 
a pintle bar 1'24 which also extends through downwardly 
turned support ears 126 and 128 from a support mem 
ber riveted to the circular plate 130‘ which forms the 
upper part of the housing 78 and which is attached there 
to by screws 132, 132. 
The forward end of the beam carries a shaped leaf 

spring 134 to which is connected a T-bar 136 that serves 
to bridge the electrical conducting ‘strips 138 and 140. 
As is shown in the Figure 3 and Figure 6 the leaf spring 
134 is arranged to resiliently carry the T-bar 136 for 
engagement with and to bridge the conducting strips 138 
and'140. The conducting strips are shown in Figure 3 
with 140 being the power terminal or the hot strip supplied 
by the power input terminal 142. The strip 138'supplies 
the terminal 144 which leads to the heater element. Thus 
when the T-bar 136 bridges the strips 140 and 138 the 
electricity will ?ow from the strip 140 to the strip 138 
and to the heating element, the circuit having been 
completed. The beam 118 which carries the switch 
bridging T-bar 136 is rocked by a coil compression spring 
146 which is secured to the lower face of the beam 118. 
The lower end of the spring 146 rests on top of the dia 
phragm 64 and is in direct engagement with the rein 
forcing disk 72 which is secured to the actuator dia 
phragm 64. Therefore as soon as the diaphragm 64 
begins moving upwardly, the spring 146 will become 
compressed until the beam 118 swings in a counterclock 
wise direction as shown in Figure 4 to snap the bridging 
elements across the conductor strips 138 and 140. The 
switch moves upwardly with a snap action rather than 
with a slow action which would cause an arcing across 
the contacts because of the permanent magnets 148 at the 
free end of the beam 118. When the pressure in the 
spring 146 becomes su?iciently large the end of the beam 
will break away from the magnet and the switch will 
snap shut. It will be recognized that overcenter or toggle 
type switch linkage may be utilized instead of the magnet 
arrangement shown. Through the center of the magnet 
148 extends an adjustment screw 158 which bears down 
wardly against the beam 118 and which is adjustable to 
adjust the spacing between the beam and the magnet to 
reduce or increase the resistance necessary to swing the 
beam 118. This adjustment is made in accordance with 
the requirements of the system as dictated by the strength 
of the actuator diaphragm 64 and of the spring 146.‘ 
When the switch member 1 has been closed, switch 

member 2 is next closed to close the circuit of the second 
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heatingelernent 58, In order to close the‘secon‘d switch, 
tir actuator diaphragm164 must have moved up‘ to ‘the 
ohted‘iine‘jposition of‘ Figure 4‘ by compressing spring 

1:46'until it reaches and begin‘s‘to compress the‘ spring’ 
160. The spring 16d is secured beneath the end of the 
beam 162'whichsupports switch 2. The beam 162 of 
switch 2ualso'carries at'its end a leaf spring 164 which 
supportsja T—bar 166. The T-bar is movable upwardly 
with, the rocking of the beam 162 to create a bridge across 
contact'str‘ips 140. and 168as is shown in Figure 3. Strip 
140 is continuous from the terminal 142Vand is the power 
stripandwhen the T-bar 166 bridges across from the 
power strip to therstrip 168 electrical current is fed to 
the terminal 170 which leads to the second heating ele— 
ment 5§. ' 
“'"The‘s'witch-carrying beam 162_is shown in the switch 
closed ‘positionnin'Figure 4. In this position theend of 
thebeam‘ 162‘is separated, from its magnet 172, the 
magnet also being provided with an adjustable spacing 
member 174. The beam itself is supported by upturned 
earsv 176,. only one of which isshown since thevconstruo‘ 
tions is similar to that of thejbeam 118 shown in detail 
inFigure 5, Therupturned car 176 is connected to the 
ear 178_;o_f ‘thewsupportvby a pintle bar 180 whichex 
tends through, holesrin the ears. ‘ ' 
'When'the coil compression‘ springs 146 and 160 have. 

been’ sufficiently compressed to close the respective‘ 
switches ‘1' and 2, the resistance of the springs‘ will be such 
to‘; hold the'actuating diaphragm 64 in a static position 
sincertheir resistance will equal the force of the air pres 
sur'efin theclosed chamber 88 beneath the diaphragm. 
Therefore only an increase in pressure which is in excess 
of a normal amount will. cause a further upward move-v 
m_‘e_1_1_t of the diaphragm. This excessive amount of pres-i 
sure‘will be‘caused only by an abnormal operating con 
dition such as occurs if the lint basket becomes stopped 
to slow down thecirculation of air below a safe volume. 

In the normal operating position the switch actuating 
pin 76 .will be'in the dotted line position of Fig. 4.v 
Howevenwhen' an excessive pressure builds up within the 
drier to’ cause the actuating diaphragm64 to compress 
the ‘springs‘146 and 160 'an abnormal amount, the switch 
actuating pin 76‘ will move upwardly to close the switch 3. 
"Switch‘ 3 closes the ‘circuit to a signal mechanism to 

warn the operator of the‘ clogged lint screen. " Since a 
reduced'?ow of 'air would cause a sudden increase" in 
temperature of the heatingelements anda possibility of 
the'goccurrence of a ?reand at least damage to the‘ma 
chine, it is important that the heating elements be immedi 
ately'turned 01f. ' ' ‘ ' 

‘It will be understood that although electrical heating 
elements are shown in the preferred embodiment, the 
vmechanism can be employed with gas heaters wherein 
solenoid valves are used to supply gas to the heaters. The 
solenoid valves will therefore be controlled to turn off 
the ‘gas of the heater instead of the heater being turned 
directly oif by being ‘taken out of the electrical circuit. ‘ 

It will also be understood that although switch 3 is 
shown'in the circuit and is‘described herein as being con 
nected to a signal mechanism, other operating elements 
of 'therdrierv could be operated by switch 3 and if desired 
the entire machine could be turned off or only select‘ ele 
ments of the machine turned off in addition to or instead 
of: operating the ‘signal. ‘ ’ 
vSwitch 3 is shown'in'detailin Figures 3 and 7. As is 

shown in Figure 7 the switch incorporates a cantilevered 
leaf ‘spring switch arm 182 which carries a switch'contact 
184; extreme end‘of the switch arm'1?6 is biased 
upwardly‘by the normal tension of ‘the spring against an 
adjustment screw‘ ‘188 which is’ adjustably threaded into 
the plate 130. Adjustment of the screw 188.contro1s the 
spacing between the terminal 184 and the electrical strip 
140.‘ "This will of course‘ control pressure required for 
theswitchv actuating pin 76 to‘move ‘the ‘contact 184 ‘ 
‘against thetele'ctrical 'strip140.' As the pin 76 moves up_ ‘ 

10. 

wardly ‘and engages the leaf spring 182', ‘the terminal; 
184'will be‘ pushed against the‘conduc'tin'g strip aliel?s‘toz» 
close the‘ circuitto'the't'erminal'190} ' Terminaljl90lcom-f 
pletes the circuit, ‘as will be‘ shown'l'ater in connectionwith» 
the" circuit diagram, to‘ the ‘alarm which may- bein 
form of a‘ ‘buzzer in order to alert the operator ofgthef 
reduced air ?ow creating a build'fup of-pr’es'sure'within 
thed?er. . .. . v . . . . .. 

'With reference to the circuit‘diagram 0i Figure; 8~ it; 
will be seen that electricity is ‘suppliedior ope'r'atingithe. 

_ machine-through the usual 220- volt line' wherein the leads 
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are labeled L'lla‘rid L2. The" neutral line is labeledwith. 
N.‘ The heater elements "shown at 57 and-'58. are con; 
nected across the 220 volt line whereaslthe other operate 
ingr‘nechanism is connectedifrom the neutral-to. onel'ot 
the‘lines vto operate ‘on 110' volts; ‘The drier is_ prefer~~ 
ably automatic in‘ nature and as such iscontroiledlbyl 
a time cycle switch which is not shown. in detailssincei. 
it is not absolutely essential to the operation ofsthis iii-5 
vention and if usedmay be of various types‘ known as‘ 
the‘ art. The switch ‘generally is operated by timer motor' 
as is labeled in the circuit diagram‘ ‘and operation oflthe. 
timer motor is begun by manually turning or .settingthc 
switch until. the timer switch is closed to icomlpleteifthe 
circuit~ through the timer motor. The‘ timer motor. then 
begins operating automatically and will sequentially~ sep'a'é 
rate ‘the contact r190‘from the power contact 192 and later 
separate contact 194 from the power contact 192 to' stop. 
the machine. Separation of the-?rst contact 190mm; 
the power contact"192 will turn loffithe heatereler'nent's 
and separation ofcontact ._19.4.will terminate operation. of 
the machine by stopping the drier motor. ThellOzvol-t 
circuit through‘ thetimer switch to the timer. motor ‘and 
d'rie'r'motor is completed through a door sv'vitichz 19.7 
which may ‘or maynot ,be provided but if provided breaks 
the Lcircuit to'stop ‘the drier motor and timer motonantoe 
matically when the ‘door ,15, as shown in,Fig._ 2,.of the, 
drier is opened. When thedoor is againclosed .thecir: 
cult is completed to reconvene operation of the timer 
motor and drier motor. ‘ ' 

Bringing ‘the contacts 190,,and 192 of the timer switch 
together also completes the circuit, through. the valve. 
solenoid_.96whichv is in series circuitwith the vfan ‘bone: 
ing safety switch and ithe heater box safety switch.196 
and .198,_ respectively. The heater box safety switchjs 
a heat responsive switch which will be setrto, open when 
an excessive heat is ‘encountered within the ,heatenbox 
59-:asv is shown in ‘Figure 1. During ‘normal operation 
this switch will remain closed and complete the circuit 
through thevalve solenoid 96j-but only on excessive tem 
peratures as .are encountered with some mechanical break: 
down of theamachine will the switch open to automaticalg 
ly open thescircuit totheyvalve solenoid. This of course 
will vent theunder surface of ‘the diaphragm causing ‘it 
to drop and open the switches to theheater elements; 
vThe fair housing safety switch 196 is mounted vina 

suitable location in close adjacency .to the tan 44,; If 
something goes wrong with the’ ,fan, 44 causingitto over. 
heat, the zfanjhousin'g safety switch 196 which is a thermo: 
responsive switch set to .open, at excessive temperatures, 
will break the circuit to the valve solenoid 96. However, 
during: normal operation the safetyswitch 196,willjre 
V'ma'in closed. ‘ ' 

As previously described the valve solenoid n96- inopera 
tive position closes‘ the vent hole__90 to seal the ‘chamber 
66 below'jthe diaphragm actuator .64.’; Thus ~the_,dia_-. 
phragm actuator will keep switches v1 and 2v closed, but 
if the circuit to the valve solenoid is opened, _the_r_di_a 
phragm actuator 64 will drop, opening the switcheshto 
the"heater“elements;v ' Y ' i i 

_‘ ‘Asrthel machine, is started, ‘the circuituis ‘completed 
vthrcnlgh the ,drie‘r‘fmotora'nd ltimer motor and aspressmfe 
builds/up duehto operationof the ‘fan, vdiaphragm switdh 
esf‘ll‘ and "2 will',"sequentiallyclose, Asthe???rst switch 
lclqses as" sharp in‘ Fig-14ft? .18 tbs. mates-57 ispla [in 
circuit. ‘the ’ machine ’ continues“ td' ‘operate ‘(ii/a 
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phragm actuator ‘64 continues to move upwardly against 
the compression of the springs 146 and 160 until it closes 
switch 2. When the switch 2 closes the heater element 
58 will be placed in circuit. Since the heater elements 
are placed in the circuit over a spaced period of time, 
a heavy load will not be thrown on the circuit at one’ 
time to blow the fuses. Further, as the heater element 
heats its resistance increases so that the current ?ow in 
the ?rst heater will have dropped by the time the second 
heater is placed in the circuit. The time delay between 
these heaters may be adjusted and varied as ‘for example 
‘from about two to ten seconds, and this may be con 
trolled by various factors such as controlling the size of 
the opening 112 leading into the sealed chamber 88 below 
the actuator diaphragm 64 or changing the size of dia 
phragm and housing. 

It is to be noted that an operating thermostat 200 is 
in circuit with the second heater element 58 and during 
normal operations While switches 1 and 2 of the dia 
phragm delay control 60 are closed, the thermostat 200, 
which may be placed at any convenient location in the 
air stream passing through the drier, will open and close 
the second heater element 58 in accordance with the 
demand of the heat and in accordance with the adjust 
ment to which the thermostat is set. Thus heater ele 
ment 57 will keep operating at its maximum load and at 
peak e?iciency permitting the entire unit to operate at 
maximum e?iciency throughout its operation. 

If the lint trap ?lls up so as to cause an abnormal 
build up of air pressure which indicates the reduction of. 
?o-w of air through the drier, switch 3 of the diaphragm 
delay control switch 160‘ will close. This will complete 
the circuit, as will be seen in Figure 8, through the lint 
buzzer sounding an alarm .to alert the operator to what 
is occurring. The operator can immediately remove the 
lint from the lint trap to permit operation to continue 
but if the operator does not do so the heating elements 
will gradually overheat until the heater box safety switch 
198 opens to thereby deenergize the valve solenoid 96 
which ‘vents the chamber 88 beneath the diaphragm 64 
to permit the diaphragm to immediately drop to open the 
switches 1 and 2 to thereby take the heating elements out 
of the circuit. 
An alternative arrangement is shown in Figure 9 where 

in the diaphragm delay control 60 is connected across the 
110 volt instead of the 200 volt circuit to operate relay 
switches. This permits utilization of switches of a smaller 
amperage rating and decreases the general cost of the 
system. As willbe seen in Figure 9, the diaphragm delay 
control in this case is placed in circuit only by operation 
of the timer switch and is not continually in the circuit as 
in the case of the circuit of Figure 8. When the contacts 
202 and 204 are connected to the power contact 206, the 
timer motor and drier motor are ?rst placed in circuit 
through the door switch. The diaphragm delay control 
is also thus placed in the circuit and as the drier begins 
to operate and pressure builds up due to the circulation 
of air, the diaphragm delay control switches 1 and 2 will 
sequentially close. As the ?rst switch closes, the circuit 
through the ?rst relay coil 199 will be ?rst closed, closing 
its relay switch to place the heater element 57 in the cir 
cuit. As the diaphragm actuator 64 continues to rise the 
switch contact 2 will next close completing the circuit 
through the second relay 197 which closes its relay switch 
to complete the circuit through heating element 58. The 
operating thermostat which is in series with the second 
relay switch will complete the circuit through the heating 
element 53. Both relay coils are connected in series cir 
cuit with the fan housing safety switch 196 and the heater 
box safety switch 198 and as these switches are normally 
closed, the relays will be immediately placed in circuit. 
These switches as will be recalled will remain closed un 
less the fan housing or the heater box reaches an excessive 
temperature whereupon the switches will open as a safety 
‘measure and will release the relay switches to take the 
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heater coils 57 and 58 out of the circuit. This arrange-t 
ment permits omission of the valve solenoid 96. Again, 
the contact 3 of the diaphragm delay control will not close 
unless excessive pressure builds up within the air circuit 
system of the drier and if this occurs and switch contact 
3 closes the lint buzzer will sound to alert the operator 
as to what has occurred. . 

With reference to Figure 10 another circuit arrange 
ment is shown. In this circuit centain details are changed 
for the sake of economy and for certain operational 
objectives. As the timer switch is closed, power contact 
210 is connected to contacts 212 and 214. Contact 212 
closes the circuit to the timer motor and the drier motor 
through the door switch. The contact 214 closes the cir 
cuit to the diaphragm control and as pressure builds up 
within the drier, switch 1 of the diaphragm control 60 will 
be closed. It is to be especially noted that a simpli?ed 
model of the diaphragm control is herein employed with 
switch 2 omitted. In this instance the only time delay 
which will occur will be in the closing of the ?rst switch 
and there will be no time delay between placing the heat 
ing elements in circuit. The two heating elements are 
placed in circuit at the same time and are both connected 
to the relay switches 216 which are operated by relay coil 
218. When the diaphragm control switch 1 closes, the 
relay coil 218 will immediately be in circuit with the 
heater box safety switch and the fan housing safety switch 
which are in their closed position. This circuit arrange 
ment also permits omission of the valve solenoid 96. 
The diaphragm control of Figure 10 still retains the 

contact 3 which is in circuit with the lint buzzer and if 
a stoppage of the air ?ow occurs, the buzzer alarm will 
sound by virtue of switch contact 3 being closed. _ 
Although the operation of the mechanism will be now 

understood from a description of the structure and opera 
tion of the various parts an over-all description of opera 
tion will be helpful in understanding the objectives and 
attainments of the ‘invention. The drier is ?rst placed in 
operation by a manual starting of the timer switch as is 
shown in Figure 8. This closes the circuit to the drier 
motor 34 and to the timer motor shown in the circuit. As 
the motor 34 starts, it operates the fan 44 as shownin 
Figure 1 to build up a pressure within the fan scroll 46 
and to draw air through the drier drum 12 and through 
the air intake conduit 219 and admission conduit 56. As 

1 the air circulates through the drum it passes over the heat 
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er elements 57 and 58 to be increased in temperature. ‘As 
the pressure builds up in the fan scroll 46 air ?ows through 
the tubing 62 into the time delay element control 60. As 
is shown in Figure 4 the air will build up pressure in the 
closed chamber 88 to cause the actuator diaphragm 64 to 
be slowly raised. As the diaphragm raises it pushes up 
wardly on the spring 146 until the beam 118 separates 
from the magnet 148 to bring the T-bar 136 across the 
electrical strips 140 and 138. This completes the circuit 
to the ?rst heating element 57. As the actuator dia 
phragm 64 continues to raise, it next closes switch 2 by 
engaging the spring 160 and causes the beam 162 to rock 
in a clockwise direction as is shown in Figure 4. As the 
T-bar 166 is brought across the contact strips 140 and 
168, the circuit is completed to the second heater ele 
ment 5-8. 
The actuator diaphragm 64 will remain in this position 

unless an excessive pressure is created within the discharge 
conduit 46 such as by stopping of the lint trap 51. This 
excessive pressure will cause an increase raising of the 
actuator diaphragm 64 until the switch actuator pin 76 
closes switch 3. This will complete the circuit to a buzzer 
or an alarm to alert the operator as to what has occurred. 
If the condition is not corrected the heater box 59 will 
overheat or the fan scroll 46 will overheat and the safety 
switches therein will open the circuit to the valve solenoid 
shown generally at 96 in Figure 4. When this circuit is 
open the valve head 94 moves downwardly to open the 
vent 90. This immediately bleeds air from the closed 
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chamber» 88 permitting thediaphragrn 64*to drop thus 
immediately opening the. switches 1’ and Z'of- the time. 
delay element -. controlrandltaking the. heating elements "57 
a'nd'58 out of circuit to preventidanger of a ?reor prevent 
damage to. the.» operating mechanism. 

Thus- it willibe seen that we have provided a control 
mechanism for a heater which meets thexobjectives here 
inbefore set forth. Theamechanism is simple and reliable 
in. operation and.presents.-an improved time delay mech 
anism: which operates from the air, pressure differential 
which. occurs with operation of the drier system. The 
mechanism. positively prevents the dangers of v?res and 
prevents. damage-to the equipment by automatically turn 
ing off the heater. in case.of a decreased'?ow of- air 
throughv the. machine. Further, the time delay mech 
anismplaces the. heater. elements in circuit in sequence 
sola'sfto prevent ausevereload being thrown on the cir 
cuit at one time 

The- mechanism issprovided with a simpli?ed inex 
pensive-air escape-.vent-which functions to quickly ‘and 
surely- turn- off the heater elementsin cases of emergency 
a‘s determined-by the safetycontrol switches; The entire 
mechanism-utilizes a minimumnumber of vswitches and 
the structure is simpleand foolproof in construction and 
will tope'rate '_ over longwperiods of time with aminirnum 
of “attention and without adjustment. 

We’ have, in-the drawings andspeci?cation, presented 
ai'detailed disclosure of the- preferred ‘embodiments of our 
invention, but- it is to be understood that we do not 
intend to limit theinvention to the speci?c formdis 
closed but intendltocover all-modi?cations, changes-and 
alternative constructions ‘and methods falling within the 
scope of jthe principles taught by‘ourlinvention. 
We claim, as our invention: 
1: A; mechanism for controllingJthe .operationof ‘a 

"clothesfdrier includ‘ing-agdrier chamber, operating ele 
ments, ,and air admission-andldischarge-conduits with 
‘a fan- to drive‘air through the air circuit including the 
conduits and drier chamber, the control. mechanism com 
prising an actuating member movable in response to a 
pressure differential between atmospheric air to» which 
one ‘side is ‘exposed and air within'the- drier circuit‘ to 
whichthe other side is exposed, a housing for said actuat 
‘in'g~member movably supporting. said member therein, 
'saidzlh'ousing exposing one side of "saidhactuating member 
‘toatrnospheie- a conduit vcrmriected etc the ‘housing and 
vexposing the other sideof said actuatingamember. to the 
air circuit‘ of the drier, a ?rst switch positioned to ‘be en 
gauged by the actuating member as it moves in response 
to pressuredifferential, a second switch'spaced from the 
'?rst’switch to be engaged by said actuating member after 
‘the ?rst switcheis engaged ‘by further movement of the 
actuating member, and?rst and second electrically op~ 
crate-d drier elements performing drier "operating func 
tion's’ when actuated and connected in circuit with said 
‘?rst andsecond switches so asto be operated sequentially 
with movement of the actuating member in response to a 
?ow of air within the drier. , 

2. _A, mechanism for controlling the operation .- of a 
clothes drier comprising a drier chamber in which clothes 
are contained ‘during a drying operationduring which 
they are exposed to acirculation of heated air, and air 
admission conduit leading to said clothes chamber, a dis 
charge conduitjleadingl away from said clothes chamber, 
sa'id_,?conduitsv and chamber providing ranaair circuit for 
the movement ofair through the drier, a control‘housing, 
a diaphragm extending across the interior oftsaid control 
‘sensing to divide one end} of said housing into a closed 
‘chamber and the other ~end~into an’ open; chamber ex 
posedto atmosphere, said- diaphragm‘. movable in re 
sponse to a pressure’ differential between the-closed cham~ 
bei'fa?d the: open chamber, an airjconduit connected. be 
tw‘één'the aircircuit of thedrier and the closed chamber 
.of said; controlihousing, saidair conduit having, a cross 
‘section less than the crossi’sectional area- oil-the diaphragm 
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toacreateéaz relatively slow movement of-the» diaphragm’, 
with -?ow{of. airythrough said conduit?a ?rst- switch me 
positioned-in the path of movement ofysaidgdiaphragm toilv 
beengaged thereby, a-second switch-,meansspaeedifrom 
the ?rstsswitch to~be subsequently. engaged by continued; 
movement ofthe'diaphragm, and a ?rst and-secondgelecq 
trically. operated means operative to performdrying fun _ 
tions :whenactuated and connected respectivelynin'circmj 
with said v?rstand second switches to be sequentially opp-t 
era'ted’bythe actuation of the switches by- the actuating, 
diaphragmas it moves ,in‘response to a pressure change 
withinthe drier chamber to. manifest. a ?ow-of air. through; 
the drier circuit. 

3'; Axmechanism for use in connection withtheoperag 
tion of a: clothes drier which includes .a drier chamber 
and communicating air admission and discharge. conduits 
with a fantomove ‘air through the air circuit vincluding 
the conduits and‘drier chamber, themechanism comprise 
ingr-an' Iaetuatingmember movable'in‘ response. to a ‘pres; 
sure 'ditferentialon opposing. sides, a support‘fonsaid 
actuating .member ‘connected ‘. to expose one side of - ‘the 
actuating member to the pressure. within the air circuit 
and to expose-the other side of-the ‘actuating member-:10 
atmosphericair, said‘ actuating -member moving withz'a 
changeofpressure within the air circuit when air is ?ows. 
ing-through the driertchamber, a ?rst switch in the path 
of said actuating member to be operated thereby, axSCCr 
ond switch-in the pathof said actuating. member to.~.be 
operated‘by saidactuating member after said first switch, 
resilient switch. operatingmeans located between‘ the-?rst 
switch‘ and :the actuating member and adapted to be en. 
gaged bythe actuatingmemb'er to operate said ?rst switch; 
means-between the second switch‘ and actuatingfmemb‘er 
to operate the second switch after-the ?rst switch,v said 
resilient switch voperating means compressing witlr con‘? 
tinued movement ofnthe ‘actuating member as the actuat 
ing member ‘moves to operate the secondswitch', and 
?rst-and‘ second electrically operated means connected 
in circuit with said’ switches to berespectively operated 
in asequential manner by operation- of the ?rst and‘ ‘sec 
end» switches ‘with- movement of- ~ the \ actuating -member. 

4.’ A mechanismeforuse- in connection with the oper~ 
ation of a clothes drier including a drier-chamber-and 
air admission and discharge conduits with a fan to move 
air through‘ the air circuit oflthedr'ie'r including-said 
conduits and drier chamber, the mechanism comprising 
‘?uid operated- time ‘delay apparatus operative-between 
zero time and aswitch operating time, means for con 
nectingthe v~time- delay~ apparatus to said ‘air circuit-‘to 
expose the time delay~apparatus to change‘in pressure 
Within the air circuit to cause operation thereof, the 
switch operatively connected to‘the time delay apparatus 
to be operated thereby at the switch operating timeyelec 
tricallyoperated means connected to said switch to ‘be 
operatedthereby after a‘ ?ow of air through the drier 
chamber‘ has begun, and‘ an- emergency time delay-re 
turn mechanism connected to the time_de1ay apparatus 
and;operative to return the time delay mechanism :to 
zero time and-to return the switch tounOperated-posi 
ition. 

5.i A mechanism for use in connection with'the'op'er 
ation=of a clothes-drier including a clothes drying drum 
and --air' ‘admission and-discharge conduits with aifan 
to ‘move the air- through the - air circuit includingvthe 
conduits and drier drum,\the mechanism comprisingl'a 
?uid-‘pressure differential-operated time delay mechanism, 
means-for connecting the time delay mechanism :to the air 
'cir'cuittoexpose the time delay apparatus to. change 
in pressure in the air circuit with a ?ow of air through 
'said ~_drie_r~drum,- an operating switch connected ‘to the 
time delay mechanism to be-operated thereby aftera :pre 
determined'time, electrically operated means connected 
to the switch to be actuated thereby after. a ?owzofxair 
through?he drierhas occurred rfor, aperiod :ofwtime, 
:mea-n's . responsive .to' a change; of, _ condition- with-in¢;..the 
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drier, and time delay return apparatus connected to the 
time delay mechanism and operative to return the time 
delay to zero time ‘and connected to said condition re 
sponsive apparatus and operative upon the presence of 
a condition change within the drier to deactuate said 
switch. 

6. A mechanism for use in connection with the opera 
tion of a clothes drier including a drier chamber and air 
admission and discharge conduits with a fan to move 
air through an air circuit including the conduits and 
drier chamber, the mechanism comprising an actuating 
member movable in response to a pressure differential 
between two operating surfaces thereof, a housing for 
enclosing said actuating member and creating a closed 
chamber on one operating surface of the actuating mem 
ber, means connecting said closed- chamber to the air 
circuit of the drier to subject the chamber to the pres 
sure within said air circuit and cause movement of 
the actuating member with a change in air pressure due 
to ?ow of air through the drier chamber, switch means 
positioned to be engaged by the actuating member after 
travel of the actuating member from a ?rst position to 
asecond position due to said pressure differential, means 
responsive to a change in condition within the drier and 
operatively connected to said actuating means to return 
the actuating means to ?rst position with said change in 
condition to deactuate the switch, and an electrically 
operated means connected to said switch to be operated 
thereby after a flow of air through the drier chamber is 
inaugurated. 

7. A mechanism for use in connection with the oper 
ation of a clothes drier including a drier chamber and 
air admission and discharge conduits with a fan to move 
air through an air circuit including said conduits and 
drier chamber, the mechanism comprising an actuating 
member subject to a pressure differential across operating 
surfaces and movable between a ?rst and a second posi 
tion, a housing for said actuating member providing 
a closed chamber surrounding one of said operating sur 
faces to atmosphere, means to connect said closed cham 
ber'of the housing to the air circuit of the drier to 
expose the actuating member to change in pressure within 
the air circuit as air is caused to flow through the drier 
chamber to move the actuating member to said second 
position, 'an air vent leading to said closed chamber and 
positioned in said housing to permit the closed chamber 
to‘ be vented to atmosphere, valve means operatively 
vconnected to said vent and being operative to permit the 
actuating means to be returned to said ?rst position when 
the closed chamber is vented to atmosphere, and drier 
control means positioned to be actuated by said actuating 
member when the actuating member moves between 
?rst and sceond positions. 

8. A mechanism for controlling the operation of a 
.clothes drier comprising a drier chamber in which the 
clothes are contained while being subjected to a heated 
drying air, an air admission conduit leading to the clothes 
chamber, a discharge conduit directingrair away from 
the clothes chamber, a fan operatively associated with 
said conduits to move air through said drying chamber, 

_ an actuating member movable in response to a pressure 
, differential across operating surfaces thereof, a housing 
‘for said actuating member providing a closed chamber for 
one .of said operating surfaces and a chamber exposed to 
atmosphere for the other of said operating surfaces, 
means to connect said closed chamber to the drier air 

,circuit including said conduits and drier chamber, a 
valve controlled air vent leading to said closed chamber 
.and'adapted to be opened to vent the chamber to at 
rnosphere, means responsive to a temperature of operat 
ing elements of the drier and operatively connected to 
the valve air vent to open said vent upon the tempera 

_ ture reaching an unsafe level to permit the actuating 
member to be returned to starting position, switch means 

“positioned to be engaged by the actuating member when 
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14 
moved by a pressure differential, said switch means being 
disengaged when said air vent is opened, and electrically 
operated means -in circuit with said switch to be operated 
in response to the ?ow of air through the drier chamber. 

9. A mechanism for controlling the operation of a 
clothes drier including a drier chamber and air admission 
and discharge conduits with a fan to move air through 
an air circuit including said conduits and drier chamber, 
the mechanism comprising a housing having a closed 
chamber at one end and a vented chamber at the other 
end, a diaphragm extending across said housing and 
‘having one surface exposed to the closed chamber and 
the other surface exposed to the vented chamber, means 
to connect said closed chamber to the air circuit of the 
drier to expose the diaphragm to pressure changes with 
the ?ow of air through the drier, switch means operated 
by the diaphragm as it is moved between a ?rst and 
second position by a pressure differential, an electri 
cally operated means connected in circuit with the switch 
to be operated upon actuation of the switch by the dia 
phragm, an air vent in said housing communicating be 
tween the closed chamber and the atmosphere, a solenoid 
operated valve operative to seal said vent or to be actuated 
to open the vent and expose the closed chamber and dia 
phragm to atmospheric air to return the diaphragm to 
a ?rst position, and means for operating said solenoid to 
vent the clothes chamber and deactuate the switch by 
the diaphragm moving to the ?rst position. 

10. Mechanism for controlling a clothes drier compris 
ing a drier chamber in which clothes are contained while 
being subjected to a circulating drying air, an air cir 
cuit for the drying air including an intake conduit lead 
ing to the chamber, a discharge conduit leading from 
the chamber, means for moving air through said air 
circuit, an air heater located in the intake conduit to 
raise the temperature of the air, a lint trap positioned 
in the discharge conduit to capture lint which is picked 
up by the circulating air, actuating means responsive to 
a pressure differential between operating surfaces, a hous 
ing having actuating means dividing the housing into 
two chambers with a closed chamber on one side of said 
‘actuating means and a vented chamber on the other side 
of said actuating means, means for connecting said closed 
chamber of the housing to the air conduit to subject 
one side ‘of the actuating means to the pressure of the 
air within said air conduit, switch means in the path of 
said actuating means, said switch means operatively con 
nected to the air heater to terminate operation of the 
heater when engaged by the actuating means, and means 
resisting movement of the actuating means to be overcome 
by a predetermined pressure within the air circuit due 
to stoppage of the lint trap which reduces the flow of air 
below a predetermined level. 

11. A mechanism for controlling a clothes drier includ 
ing a drier chamber with a connecting intake air conduit 
and a connecting discharge conduit to complete an air 
circuit for the drier, the mechanism comprising a pres 
sure responsive actuating member movable by a pressure 
differential between operating surfaces thereof, a hous 
ing for said pressure responsive actuating member form— 
ing a closed chamber on one side of the member and 
open chamber on the other side of the member, means 
connecting said closed chamber to the air circuit of the 
drier, the pressure of the air within the drier causing 
movement of the pressure responsive member between 
a ?rst and a third position, ?rst switch means operative 
by said actuating member, spring means between said 
?rst switch means and said actuating member to operate 
the switch when the actuating member moves to a sec 
ond position between said ?rst and third positions, said 
spring resisting movement of the actuating member and 
normally preventing movement to a third position, a lint 
trap positioned in the discharge conduit to capture lint 
which is picked up by the circulating air, and a second 
switch actuated by- said actuating member when the mem 
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bQLmQYes, to _ third, position“ against; the. resistance _- of _ said 
sprin'ghdue to the change in pressure from a»,reduction 
oflair '?ow as airesult of an aggregation of anrexcessive 
amountoflint in said lint trap. " f i 
' 12'. A'mechanism for controlling a ‘clothes drier com 
prising a. drier‘ chamber in which clothes are contained 
while being subjected to a circulatingdrying air, anair 
circuit for the drying air including. an intake'c‘onduit lead 
ing", to the chamber, a discharge. conduit. leadingaway 
from the chamber, a- pair of heating elementsuiny said 
intake conduit, a pressure responsive actuating- member, 
ahousing for said- actuatingmember.providing a closed 
chamber on one-side of said actuating member, means 
for connecting said closed chamber to the .air circuit ‘of 
the drier with a. change in‘ air pressure. within the air 
circuit causing movementiof the actuating member, a 
?rst switch positioned in the path of the actuating mem 
berto be operatedthereby, and a second switch spaced 
fromsaid ?rst switch to beactuated by the actuating 
member, at a time later than, said ?rst switch, said?rst 
,switch- connected to said ?rst heaterelernentland .a sec, 
ondiswitch connected to the second heaterleleme'nt to 
cause a sequential operation of said_.heater. elements v.as 
the air. pressure builds up within the. air circuitofthe 
drier. 

1.3. A- .mechanism torcontrolling a, clothes ‘drier, com 
prising an intake airconduit for supplying .air to the drier, 
an exhaust conduit for directing air ‘away from the, drier, 
a; drier chamber between. said conduits and in communi 
cation therewith for containing ‘the clothes .subjected’ to 
the circulated drying air, a plurality of heaters positioned 
in‘ the: intake air conduit to increase the ‘temperature of 
the: air, entering the- drierin accordancewith the number 
of heaters in operation, switches for each of‘the heater 
elements to selectively control the number oflhleater-ele 
merits in operation, and air pressure responsivemeans 
connected to the air circuit for they drier chamber-and 
operatively connected to theswitches and operating the 
switches selectively in accordance with, the'air- pressure 
within the drying circuit to increase thenumberiof heaters 
'in operation with the increase, in air pressure‘andvto de 
crease the number-of heatersinoperationvawithwthe de 
crease in. air pressure to indicate a reducedpi?owt of air 
through the drier air circuit. . 

14. Agmechanisrn for controlling a clothesrfjdrier com 
prising =a driervchamber inwhich clothes are contained 
while-being being subject to a circulated drying air, an 
air circuit for the drying air including anintake con 
duit-leading to thedrying chamber, a, discharge con 
‘duit leading from the drying chamber, v=a pressure respon 
sive diaphragm operated by a pressure differential across 
its operating surfaces, a housing for said diaphragm pro 
viding a closed chamber for one side of the diaphragm and 
a-tvented chamber fortheopposite side, meansttor con 
necting .said closed'chamber of :the housing'to. the air-cir 
rcuit of the drier to subject the diaphragm to the pres 

- sure within the drier air circuit, a valve vent means-con 
nected to saidrclosed chamber to vent the air therein 

vto atmosphere to cause a return of the diaphragm'to 
its original pos-ition,'a?rst, second, and third switch means 
sequentially positioned in the path- of movement of the 
diaphragm, ?rst and second air heaters-positioned in the 
intake conduit ‘for the drier,'said ?rst and second ‘switches 
connected to said ?rst and second heaters,v said heaters 
being sequentially operated as the switches are engaged‘ 
by the moving diaphragm,_resilientiimeans to.’ prevent 
movement of the diaphragm toia thirdvpositionin engage 
merit withpsaid third switch,‘ aisignal means to indicate 
‘the presence of a conditionto an operator, said third 
switch connectedto said signal means,"operating' means 
connected to said vent means to vent saiduclosedchamber 
and permit movement of the diaphragrnto itsiorigirral 

' position tov-vmove-out ofengagement with said;?rst,'_sec 
. and, third ‘SWi-t¢.l1§§,;;aud?_ lint ,trcn pcsitionedvin the: 
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dischargeconduit of the drier, said lint trap capturing‘ 
lint ‘picked up by the circulating air and causing a stoppage’; 
of air?ow and increased pressurewith an'excess?arnount‘ 
of, lintto move the diaphragmito the third position‘, to“ 
operate thesignal to enable the operator todisconnect' the: 
heater elements preventing overheating thereo'fwm 15a 
reduced, _?ow.of air- from the stoppage o?-the lint trap. 

15.. A mechanism ‘for controlling a_ clothesgdrierehava 
ingadrier chamber in which clothes are contained‘ while 
beingedried, anair circuit ‘for the drying air including an, 
intake conduit leading to. the dryingchamber, a discharge 
conduit leading from the drying chamber, affanmeans' 
to. move air through. the airci-rcuit, armechanism comg 
prising a heater element, located in the intake conduitloi 
the. drier for increasing the, temperature of the-airpa'n, 
actuating, member operable by a pressure di?erential 
acrosslits operating surfaces, a housingtfor said actuating 
member presenting a closed chamber on one sideof said 
actuating member and a vented chamber jon'the otherside 
of said actuating .member, means tQcOnnectsaid closed 
chamber to. the air circuit of thedrier, a switch means 
connectediinscircuit with the air heatermechanisrrr positioned- in the pathofsaid actuatinggimember- to be 
operable thereby when the change in“ pressure-_ 
the air circuitcausesmovementvof thejoperatinglrnern; 
ber, an electrically operated valve controlledpvent-rlead 
ing toysaid closed chamber to permit movementot h 
actuating member to its a return position,~ artemperature 
responsive fanrhousins satiety switch located adjacent. said 
‘fan and operative to open said vent upon the fan reaching 
an‘unsafe predetermined temperature to causemoyement 
‘ofithe actuator to return position to discontinue opera; 
tion of‘ the heater’ due to the increased temperature of 
the fan, . -‘ 

16. A mechanism for controlling a'clothes drier com 
prising an air circuit for clothes drying airincludingan in 
take conduit, adischarge conduit, and a drying chamber 
between said conduits in communication therewith for 
containing the, clothes during a dryingope'ration, fan 
>means for moving air through said aircircuit, aheater 
positioned ‘in the intake conduit to raise the temperature 
of the air entering the drier chamber, heater switchimeans 
electrically connected to said heater to control the opera 
tion thereof, ‘a switch actuator member operableby? a 
pressur‘evdi?erential between operating surfaces ‘thereof, 
means to expose one surface of said actuating member 
to the pressure within said ‘air circuit iincludin‘gla housing 
providing a closed chamber on one surface of said actuat 
ing memberjin communication with said air circuita'nd 
a-vented chamber on the opposing side of said-‘actuating 
member, vent‘ means for said closed chamber to vent the 
chamber to atmosphere permitting a return ofa'the actuat 
ing member to the return position,‘ said heater operating 
switch ‘being in the path' of movement of ‘the ‘actuating 
member when moved to actuated position, and aiteinperi'a 
ture responsive. heater safety switch positioned inclo‘s'e 
proximity to said’ heater and’ operatively connected't'o 
said vent tov open. saidlvent' and permit a returnof'the 
actuating member to returnfposition' upon; the heater 
reaching an unsafe temperature to, thereby, deactivate 
said heater switch and terminate operation of; the heater. 

171 A mechanism for controlling a clothes drier hav 
ing'a drier chamber in which clothes ‘are contained’wliile 
being subjected'to a circulating‘drying air, van air'circuit 
for the drying ‘air including an intake‘ conduit leading to 
the chamber, a discharge ‘conduit leading'ifrorn the, cham 
her, a fan for. moving 'air through said airlcircuitlthe 

' mechanism comprisingv ?rst andmsecond relay‘; control 
switches, a pressure responsive time delavmecha‘nism 
operative ‘from zero time to a ?rst time where a ?rst 
switch. is actuated and to a second time where'a'second 
switch is actuated, ?rst and second heating elements 

' located in the intake conduit to’ the drier, ?rst'and‘sec 
0nd, relay coils operatively ‘connected to? said i'and . 
,SWOJJd relay. control switches, ?rst and: secondrreliay oper 
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ated switches operatively connected to said ?rst and 
second heating elements, and a temperature responsive 
thermostat positioned in close adjacency to said heating 
elements and having a switch in the circuit of said ?rst 
heating element to open the circuit thereto when the 
temperature of the heating elements reaches a predeter 
mined level, said pressure operated time delay mechanism 
connected to said air circuit to cause sequential operation 
of the heater elements upon the beginning of a circula 
tion of air to said drier chamber. 

18. A mechanism controlling a clothes drier having 
a drier chamber in which clothes are contained while 
being subjected to a circulated drying air, an air circuit 
for the drying air including an intake conduit leading to 
the chamber, a discharge conduit leading from the cham 
ber, air circulating means adapted to move air through 
said drier chamber, ?rst and second heater elements posi 
tioned in said intake conduit, a thermostat positioned in 
close adjacency to said heater elements, a thermostat 
switch connected in circuit with one of said heater ele 
ments, a relay switch connected in the circuit of both of 
said heater elements, a pressure responsive control switch 
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18 
operatively connected to said air circuit operable with 
increased pressure in said air circuit, a relay coil in cir 
cuit with said pressure responsive switch and connected 
to said relay switch to operate the heater elements with 
the build up in pressure in said conduit, and means to 
open said pressure responsive switch to terminate opera~ 
tion of said heaters upon the increase of said pressure 
in the air circuit above a predetermined to prevent 
overheating of the heating elements with a reduced ?ow 
of air due to stoppage of ?ow of air in the discharge 
conduit. 
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